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ABSTRACT
Introduction: the present paper focuses on the practice of editing texts before the formation of the study of bilingualism, by means of a representative example of a Šerkaly Khanty chrestomathy.

Objective: the theory and practice of every field of science are continuously developing and refining, due to, among other things, the appearance of new research areas that may enrich the methodology of the related disciplines with many useful aspects and considerations.

Research materials: the present case study is intended to illustrate that, accordingly, in Uralic studies, the principles of text edition before the rise of documentary linguistics and investigations in bilingualism were considerably different from today’s expectations.

Results and novelty of the research: the paper focuses on the syntactic differences between two versions of one and the same text, which was produced by a bilingual speaker. The syntactically modified excerpts were published by Wolfgang Steinitz himself in 1950, in his Šerkaly Khanty chrestomathy, whereas the whole text became available in a posthumous volume of Steinitz’s heritage in 1989, unchanged. Khanty word order is traditionally considered verb final (SOV, SXV). By going through the modified clauses, it is shown that the proportion of non-verb-final sentences was radically decreased during the editing process, i.e. in the chrestomathy, numerous clauses were adjusted to the expected pattern by modifying its structure. Furthermore, the excerpts published in the chrestomathy were selected from sections exhibiting a relatively low number of SVO / SVX sentences. All this indicates that in the middle of the 20th century, i.e. before the formation of contact linguistics, the authenticity of a text that bears the consequences of Khanty-Russian bilingualism was not considered of primary importance.
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Introduction

Authenticity, as well as establishing the principles of publishing linguistic materials have proved to be key elements in several fields of linguistics, among them historical linguistics. The most well-known principles concerning the edition of historical texts are those proposed by Lass, which have formed during the compilation of the Linguistic Atlas of Early Middle English [38, 22; 18, 7–8]. With respect to authenticity, Lass considers edited texts rather dangerous for the very reason scientists generally trust them. He does not mince his words: he is definitely against any emendation, modernization, alteration of any scribal word-division, delineation, or any attempt for reconstruction, not to mention any form of normalization [38, 21–22].

Materials and methods

Similarly, documentary linguistics has also elaborated the principles of its methodology, contributing to the knowledge of theoretical and practical considerations of the treatment and processing of linguistic data [e.g. 7].

Generally speaking, the appearance of any new subfield of linguistics is accompanied by the formation of new aspects in how to treat linguistic materials. That is, looking back through just a few decades, the norms of editing texts before the evolution of subfield-specific principles might seem unmethodical.

The present paper is a case study presenting the methodology of treating the linguistic material produced by a bilingual speaker in the 1930s. The language of the investigated texts is Khanty (Ob-Ugric, Uralic), more specifically its Serkaly dialect, which was spoken in the middle region of the Ob River.

Results

The development of contact linguistics

Contact linguistics as a new field evolved in the course of the 20th century. Interest in language contact issues has been present in linguistics since the end of the 19th century, although some findings from the 17th century are also mentioned in the literature [41, 6]. In the first half of the 20th century, two research trends affirmed this direction: first, the documentary fieldwork carried out among the indigenous peoples of the Americas [38, 31], second, on the languages of European immigrants in America [41, 8]. In the beginning, the attitude towards the results of bilingualism was not positive. For instance, Bloomfield classified native speakers according to their Menomini speech production, preferring those whose language competence was least influenced by their English knowledge [3, 90–91]. That is, while documenting endangered languages, bilingualism was considered a kind of deviation from the norm, in other words, it was thought to be an imperfect state [38, 31].

It became an independent research focus after the publication of Haugen’s and Weinreich’s views [7; 8; 40]. Still, contact linguistics was declared as a new research field only as late as 1979. The reasons for this slow development is partly the simultaneously growing interest in generative linguistics at the time, as well as certain fields of sociolinguistics [13, 1]. The monograph on bilingualism written by Thomason and Kaufman [35] gave a considerable stimulus to the rise of this field. Today, research in bilingualism as well as in language contact have several subfields. Historical, sociolinguistic, cognitive psychological aspects are investigated at various levels, e.g. in phonology, syntax, as well as in pragmatics. Furthermore, areal linguistics and language typology also have points of contact with it [13, 2–3].

Contact linguistics and Uralic studies

During the 20th century, a great number of monographs were written in which the
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1 The term was introduced at the First World Congress on Language Contact and Conflict, held in Brussels in June 1979 [21, 287].
loanwords of Uralic languages borrowed from the neighbouring languages are discussed, classified along semantic aspects, linked to periods according to the actual time of borrowing etc. (concerning the Ob-Ugric languages cf. [23; 36; 37; 16; 25; 6; 27] etc. These investigations were primarily determined by etymological or lexicographic interests. Although it is a relatively young discipline, due to the sociolinguistic conditions the minor Uralic languages face, contact linguistics is becoming more and more significant in Uralic studies (e.g. [39; 19; 4; 26; 15; 5; 20] etc.).

On Wolfgang Steinitz and his speaker

The prominent folklorist and linguist Wolfgang Steinitz (1905–1967), who is chief-editor and author of the dialectal and etymological dictionary of Khanty [32], among other publications of great importance, studied Uralistics in Breslau and Berlin. Later, he worked at the University of Berlin but in 1933 he was fired because of his political views. Having left his country, he moved to the Soviet Union with his family. He worked as a professor of Finno-Ugric languages in Leningrad for years, and he had an opportunity to collect Khanty language material not only at the Institute of Northern Peoples but he also spent some months at the Ob River carrying out what we now call language documentation. Later he had conflicts with the authorities and his colleagues because of the state policies towards ethnic minorities, and moved to Sweden in 1938, where he lived until the end of World War II [22, 28–29].

He used various methods when collecting texts: he either simply wrote down what his speaker dictated to him, or the speaker’s speech production was recorded on wax cylinders, and, occasionally, he also asked the Khanty speaker to put down his personal accounts or tales by his own hand. This method, which was much ahead of Steinitz’s time, resulted in a significant linguistic material [33, 95]. In addition, with this method, Steinitz collected texts that are, even if not representing spontaneous speech, much closer to everyday speech than any folklore genre.

Kirill Illarionovič Maremjanin (1907–?), with whom Steinitz tried various documentary methods, spoke the Šerkaly dialect of the Khanty language. After a difficult but eventful childhood, he left his region for distant towns, and finally he was sent to political training in Moscow, and Leningrad as well [33, 305–307]. Maremjanin and his family were in contact with Russians, he undoubtedly spoke Russian as a second language quite early. Later, his political career and success as a performer of various folk genres must have deepened this knowledge.

In sum, in the 1930s, Wolfgang Steinitz collected excellent linguistic material from a North Khanty speaker who apparently had a competent knowledge of Russian. However, when in the 1950s he published his chrestomathy of Šerkaly and Synya dialects, specific investigations in contact linguistics or bilingualism were not characteristic of Uralic studies.² In the present case study, I aim to present the methods of publishing texts of a bilingual speaker in this period.

Word order in the text editions
The language of the chrestomathy

A chrestomathy is a didactic genre of compiled texts, its use is characteristic also of teaching Uralic languages. It contains excerpts from various folklore and literary genres preceded by a brief research history and a grammar sketch, and followed by a practical word list and bibliography. The structure of Steinitz’s chrestomathy (Steinitz 1950) hardly differs from the pattern described above.

Although Éva Schmidt’s Šerkaly grammar [29] is definitely based on these texts, yet she criticizes the language of this chrestomathy: “Compared to the expressive and fluent language of ÉONyT,³ the texts of the Ostyak Chrestomathy feel almost primitive” [28, 29].⁴ Naturally, Steinitz must have aimed to gather easily comprehensible texts for the didactic purposes of the chrestomathy, and, from a philological point of view, the simplicity of the texts have several reasons. First, there are folktales in Steinitz’s collections that were recorded several times, using different methods. From these versions, Steinitz chose the folklore texts performed in a quite simple language. They are the versions dictated by Maremjanin in the first period, i.e. when the speaker was afraid that the fieldworker would not understand complicated phrases or long sentences, and tried to simplify them [31; 6; 33; 223]. Second, what concerns Maremjanin’s personal accounts, i.e. the

² This chrestomathy became the most frequently used source of the Šerkaly dialect for decades, cf. the examples in the chapter on Khanty syntax in [14, 88–106].
³ It is a text collection in the Obdorsk dialect [24].
⁴ «Az ÉONyT kifejező, könnyed nyelve mellett szinte primitívnek hatnak az OChr serkáli szövegei» [28, 29].
non-folklore part of the chrestomathy’s material, the speaker cannot have had much practice at penning his own thoughts in Khanty, thus his sentences are often short, and might feel awkward. However, these memoirs are still of great importance for the previously given reasons.

Comparison of the text editions

Fragments of these stories were published in the chrestomathy in question [33, 81–87], then, after Steinitz’s death the whole material became available [34]. This latter one served as a base for syntactic investigations concerning the word order of relatively early texts [9]. Similarly to the Uralic protolanguage, Khanty is considered to have a basically verb final (SOV, SXV) word order [10, 81] [2, 56; 14, 88; 1, 380]. In the North Khanty (Šerkaly) material, the proportion of SVX clauses was 12.5%, which can be explained with the influence of the Russian language because postverbal focus is not characteristic in the Khanty language [9].

It was this research that turned the attention to the syntactic differences between the excerpts and the whole material. Namely, in the chrestomathy [31], the proportion of the clauses exhibiting SVX word order is lower than in the whole text [34]. This proved to be the result of several operations, which are presented one by one below. As is shown in Table 1, Steinitz used only a small part of the texts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maremjanin’s texts in Steinitz 1989 and Steinitz 1950</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steinitz 1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133-148 Ich schreibe über mein Leben</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>153-157 Ich arbeitete beim Kaufmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159-160 Ich ging jagen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>162-162 Ich feierte Bärenfeste</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>163-164 Ich ging mit meinem Großvater Fallen nachsehen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>165-166 Ich kämpfte mit den Schamanen und mit den Kulaken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>167-168 Ich befahl den Kindern (…)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>168-171 Ich nahm mir eine Frau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>173-176 Wie ich Fische fangen lernte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>178-179 Ich arbeitete für Lohn bei dem kleinen Gavril</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>179-182 Wie ich zuerst Eichhörnchen jagen lernte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>183-184 Ich starb fast bei der Arbeit beim Kaufmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>185-185 Mein Großvater gezählt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>186-187 Ich will das Leben meines Großvaters erzählen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>188-189 Ich erzähle das Leben meines Vaters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>190-191 Ich erzähle das Leben meiner Mutters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192-192 Wo ich singen und erzählen lernte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193-197 Bärenjagd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Ranging from zero to 19.3% (for figures, see the footnote⁷), the proportions of the SVX clauses within the individual parts of Maremjanin’s material are quite diverse. That is, Steinitz could have had the opportunity to select on the basis of the syntactic properties of the chapters. However, it seems not to have been his primary consideration.

---

¹ Evidently, both Honti and Abondolo give more specified overviews of the Khanty word order.
² This is an extremely simplified summary of the paper’s conclusions; in the Eastern Khanty dialect, the SVX word order has different motivations, namely, backgrounding. However, the influence of Russian might explain the SVX sentences in the North Khanty material, i.e. in Maremjanin’s non-folklore texts.
Editorial corrections in the chrestomathy

Deletion of the SVX clauses from the excerpts

In several excerpts, SVX clauses are simply deleted from the published version. E.g. in the chrestomathy, from the chapter about Maremjanin’s mother, four sentences of remarkable societal details are left out, among which the second and the fourth ones contain postverbal adverbials (1a-d).8

(1a) ąŋke-m nūša ašə tąj-əs.
mother-1sg poor father have-prs.3sg

(1b) ul-m-at ęu sot nupət mit-a rupiŋt-əs
live-pst.ptcp-3sg man hundred age wage-lat work-pst.3sg

(1c) tūw aš-e tįŋk-xūt, unt-woj wetpəstə-ta šęŋk
3sg father-3sg water-fish forest-animal hunt-inf very
tus us.
skilled be.pst.3sg

(1d) tūw wetpəs-ət šęŋk wūna-ja jaš-s-ətte, tiŋ
3sg catch-3sg very.much alcohol-lat drink-pst-sg<3sg 3sg
wūna-na jaŋtə-s-ijə-t neman šōras-ču-na,
alcohol-loc besot-pst-pass-3pl maliciously merchant-man-loc
taš-ət tepəttə-man.
income-3pl cheat-cvb

‘My mother’s father was poor. In his whole life, until his death, he worked as a wageworker. His father was a very skilled hunter and fisherman. However, he mostly drank all his wages, they were maliciously got drunk and conned out of their money by the merchant.’ [34, 190] vs [31, 81].

The motivation to delete the above sentences can have been merely editorial as they are not closely related to the actual part about Maremjanin’s mother.

In the following example, deletion is accompanied by a restructuring of the sentences. The first sentence, containing a postverbal purpose infinitive, was left out (2a), and only its temporal adverbial (‘one night’) was transposed to the next sentence (2b), cf. (3):

(2a) ij at mūn-s-əm tow pum pōn-ta.
one night go-pst-1sg horse grass put-inf

(2b) tow xot tipəja tąj-s-əm, tow-ət-a tow pum mā-ta pīt-s-əm.
horse house into enter-pst-1sg horse-pl-lat horse grass give-inf start-pst-1sg

[34, 178].

‘One night I went to put hay (into the feeder). I entered the stable and started to give hay to the horses.’

(3) ij at tow xot tipəja tąj-s-əm, tow-ət-a tow pum mā-ta pīt-s-əm.
one night horse house into enter-pst-1sg horse-pl-lat horse grass give-inf start-pst-1sg

[31, 82].

---

8 In the contrasted sentence pairs, predicates are always indicated by bold characters.
‘One night I entered the stable and started to
give hay to the horses.’

Transforming postverbal parts of the sentence
into an afterthought

(4) t’a t’iγ-əm pŏra-na xăta-pan-kurt-na rupəjt-s-əm aj
battle be.born-pst.pTCP time-LOC xăta-pan-kurt-LOC work-pst-1SG little

‘When the fights began, I worked at
Khatapankurt, at Little Gavril.’

Cutting postverbal parts of sentence
In some cases, the number of postverbal
sentence parts is reduced even if it does not result
in an SXV word order (5a-b):

(5a) otəŋna xăr-a tu-s-aj-əm unə jiγ-pŏx-em-na, xus-kimə
first forest-lat take-pst-pass-1sg big father-son-1sg-loc twenty-second
典型
winter-LOC forest side path-lat

[34, 179].

‘I was first taken to hunt by my brother, in (19)22, to the path at the forest side’.

(5b) otəŋna xăr-a tu-s-aj-əm
first forest-lat take-pst-pass-1sg big father-son-1sg-loc

[31, 84].

‘I was first taken to hunt by my brother.’

Change in word order
The most frequent syntactic modification in
[31] is transforming SVX clauses into SVX ones.
It is generally carried out by exchanging words
or phrases within the sentence (6a-b)-(7a-b)-(8a-
b)-(9a-b). Word order is modified even in such

(6a) woš ewət țeșatnik tow kăš-ta jŏχt-əs
town from commander horse look.for-inf arrive-pst.3sg

[34, 134].

(6b) woš ewət țeșatnik jŏχt-əs,
tow kăš-ta.

[31, 83].

‘There came a commander from the town in order to look for horses.’

(7a) ma tow-ŋətam-na măn-s-əm woš-a.
1SG horse-1SG-du.LOC go-pst-1SG town-lat

[34, 135].

(7b) ma tow-ŋətam-na woš-a măn-s-əm.
1SG horse-1SG-du.LOC town-lat go-pst-1SG

[31, 83].

‘With the two horses, I left for the town.’

(8a) χus-nůuwtə-mit tătə-na ma țăŋlasəŋ-kurt-a jăz-s-əm wētpəsta-ta.
twenty-eight-ord winter-LOC 1SG țăŋlasəŋ-kurt-lat go-pst-1SG hunt-inf

[34, 159].

There are examples of transforming SVX
sentences into an SXV with an afterthought. In
the chrestomathy, sentence (4) below is published
with a comma after the predicate (31, 83):
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The most frequent syntactic modification in
[31] is transforming SVX clauses into SVX ones.
It is generally carried out by exchanging words
or phrases within the sentence (6a-b)-(7a-b)-(8a-
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(6a) woš ewət țeșatnik tow kăš-ta jŏχt-əs
...
'In (19)28, I went to χăŋlasəŋ-kurt in order to hunt.'

'Simon told me, (…)'

'My brother harnessed his two horses and got me ready to transport the communists to the town.'

'He had a brother; this brother was Vasily Grigorjevič Maremjanin.'

'I went from village to village keeping bear feast.'
Selection within the chapters
With the exception of one chapter, the proportion of SVX clauses became lower in the chrestomathy. Besides the above modifications, it is also due to avoiding the details in the chapters that abound in SVX clauses.

Table 2
A summary of modifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Steinitz 1989</th>
<th></th>
<th>Steinitz 1950</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>number of</td>
<td></td>
<td>number of</td>
<td>modifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>clauses /</td>
<td></td>
<td>clauses /</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SVX clauses</td>
<td></td>
<td>SVX clauses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ich schreibe über mein Leben</td>
<td>324 / 51</td>
<td>15.74</td>
<td>53 / 4</td>
<td>3 changes in word order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ich ging jagen</td>
<td>55 / 7</td>
<td>12.72</td>
<td>15 / 1</td>
<td>1 change in word order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ich feierte Bärenfeste</td>
<td>15 / 1</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td>12 / 0</td>
<td>1 change in word order</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ich arbeitete für Lohn bei dem kleinen Gavril</td>
<td>31 / 2</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>29 / 1</td>
<td>3.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wie ich zuerst Eichhörnchen jagen lernte</td>
<td>72 / 7</td>
<td>9.72</td>
<td>39 / 0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ich starb fast bei der Arbeit beim Kaufmann</td>
<td>22 / 1</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>22 / 1</td>
<td>4.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ich erzähle das Leben meines Vaters</td>
<td>22 / 1</td>
<td>4.54</td>
<td>21 / 0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ich erzähle das Leben meiner Mutters</td>
<td>26 / 5</td>
<td>19.23</td>
<td>16 / 3</td>
<td>18.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bärenjagd</td>
<td>116 / 10</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>115 / 8</td>
<td>6.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.32%

As can be seen, the decrease in the SVX proportion in the chrestomathy cannot be explained with the previously given modifications. For instance, in the case of the chapter “Wie ich zuerst Eichhörnchen jagen lernte” half of the text was included in the chrestomathy. In the excerpt, there are no SVX clauses, and only one clause with an afterthought was left out. In the whole text of the chapter, by contrast, there are 7 SVX clauses. Consequently, Steinitz chose a syntactically preferable detail of the chapter in question. The same holds for the chapter “Ich ging jagen”.

As a result of the procedures presented above, the proportion of the SVX clauses was lowered to about 5.3%, which amounts to less than half of the original 12.5%.

This kind of treatment cannot have been unique before the formation of contact linguistics, and we have no reason to suppose that such methods were unknown in the research history of other languages. For instance, in relation to the Evenki language, Grenoble mentions that it is difficult to find reliable sources from the early times because in text editions, the language material was often corrected and polished [8, 102].

Discussion and conclusion
In the 1930s, important language material was collected by Wolfgang Steinitz from a Šerkaly speaker. Among these texts, there are non-folklore parts, especially personal accounts that exhibit various characteristic phenomena of bilingual speech production. However, it is only some parts of this valuable material that were published by Steinitz himself, and the collection as a whole became available decades later.

---

9 As in the above table the data of the chapters and sections not published in the chrestomathy are not shown, the proportion of the SVX clauses is not 12.5%.

10 In the same sentence, see (11a-b).
Having compared the syntax of the two versions, it can be stated that Steinitz aimed to transmit a more traditional syntactic character of the texts, that is, he alleviated the number of SVX clauses using different methods. Namely, he avoided the details rich in postverbal parts of sentences, corrected the word order, cut the postverbal parts of sentences, deleted whole sentences etc.

The fact that from among the folktale variants Steinitz selected the one with the simplest style can be explained with the didactic objectives of chrestomathies. The altering of the syntactic character of the text cannot. The reason for this procedure must be in connection with the history of researching bilingualism. At Steinitz's time the consequences of bilingualism were not considered natural phenomena, with the exception of loanwords. Similarly, the texts bearing these features were not found valuable either. It cannot be excluded that similar editorial (pre)conceptions were present during the editing process of further 20th century Khanty materials.

Abbreviations

1 – first person,
2 – second person,
3 – third person,
ACC – accusative,
CVB – converb,
DU – dual,
INF – infinitive,
LAT – lative,
LOC – locative,
O – objective conjugation,
PASS – passive,
PL – plural,
PRS – present,
PST – past,
PTCP – participle,
SG – singular.
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